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About This Game

You awake in an unknown room.
How did you get here? But, most importantly,

how to get out of this place? Delve into the darkness to
find the light in this short horror experience.

Play as nine-year-old girl, trace back the origins that led
to this bloody turn of events.
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Title: Nine
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Baiacu Games
Publisher:
Baiacu Games
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: intel Core 2 duo 2.3 GHZ ou AMD Atlhon 64 X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GT 430 ou HD 4750

Storage: 750 MB available space
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Game was horrible then and is horrible now! Don't waste your money. It has crappy gameplay.. Thank you so much for this
excellent game, Aurogon.

And I wish to thank, in particular, all the people who purchased this game. Hope you enjoy the game and the cultural
connotations contained. To tell the truth, I have already played it for over 60 hours on the official game platform; and I strongly
recommend Gujjian3 to every one of you and guarantee it will be a memorable experience.

Btw, be patient, english version is on the way, thx.. I would wait Hearts of iron 4 now.. really good game if you can get past it
crashing every 5 seconds and your save files getting corrupted so you have to continuously start over. Sound and visuals are
good, the story is great The gameplay, however, is special. With a semi-turn based puzzle combat system featuring rpg elements,
this makes a really good game. Minor bugs and the required knowledge of English and some eastern culture may keep a lot of
people from enjoying it, though. 6\/10. LOVE IT!!!! [C]rashing, [S]mashing [X]ploding in the game? Whoooo talk about
getting the pper hand from these [P]eople. You would Aim your train to another player's train and Smack it and go crazy. There
is no tutorial but it's easy to figure it out once you get the hang of it. The Map is rather a bit small? But laying down tracks
underground and through the mountains? Totally surprising!! I like it!! Best game there is! I enjoy it and will continue to enjoy
it!!

The multiplayer is great! Having lots of laughs and editing and having a great time. Thank you for making this game. Keep up
the great work! I recommend buying this game!!. A bit of a climbey ripoff, but with a nice twist. I like the way the rocks and ice
look and i like climbing with the icepicks! it's ok for the price.. it could use some form of locomotion... This is my first ever
review so...

WOW, it's all i can honestly say. Yeah at the time of writing this review ive played one hour but during that one hour i have
faught and won many a battle, and used many a power up. The pick ups are what really make this game shine, the randomness
of getting a minigun or an auto cannon can greatly affect how the game will play out later, the chance of getting the pick up
which will allow you to become your worshiped plane is a CotW players dream. Another brilliant feature is the linear map
design, which focuses the fight into key areas, but also provide multiple storeys of combat for you to fight upon, yet is obviously
more suited to those who have acuired the bomb pick up.
At a bargin of \u00a31.74 during the summer sale i saved 75% on this baby, which is even batter.

Another great feature is the fact that this game is pretty much my entire life in a game, I too spend coutless hours running about
with my arms outstrecthed, making both plane and gun noises, running around with my cardboard plane on, and also jumping
from worring hights. This has lead to me having to visit A&E on multiple occasions with fractures in my leg, i also ran in to a
wall and fractured my cranium whilst aspiring to become a plane. But you see this is why this game is so adequate for people
like me, i now no longer have to injure my self, i can merely play the game to get the release that i need, Which at the age of 43
and a half is quite difficult to achieve.

 I just cannot wait for the sequel to this, just imagine jet fighters, using lock on rockets and other advanced weaponry to take
down other plane enthusiasts, you just can't get enough of it can you. By using the word cult in the title those cheeky chappies at
north of earth were just foreshadowing the popularity of this, though there isnt manny of us that now play this, we are devout
followers to the end.
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I love you cult of the wind.. Well, simply put. It's one hell of a ride! It's worth the buy. and plus its cheap. but it sure should be
worth more :x. I've got mixed feelings about the game:

The game is fun and it's super addictive. I used to play it a lot while in Beta.

Since I bought the game on the release day I wasn't able to find enough players to get a single game running :(

Unless you have a lot of friends who would like to play the game, I can't recommend it at this point.
Maybe the devs will find a way to bring this game back to life...

...one day.
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It runs perfectly fine on a 2012 mac mini even though it says that the Intel HD 4000 chipset is not supported.. This game is a
nice concept marred by awful execution and unrealistic expectations of the player. The way to score points requires you to be
absolutely perfect most of the time if you want to get more than even 1 star, much less 5. The web-physics are also a little
buggy, every time the web connect the spidy jitters around weirdly and loses momentum for no reason. This is a game simply
not worth trying to finish, and that such a small percentage of players has even cleared the first world (which I did manage)
should be a red flag that it's not just difficult, but flat-out broken.. The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error
message everytime I start it. If I close it, the game closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the
commands don`t respond anymore. I searched for people with the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with
the same problem, there seem to be no solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. Very fun game defiently recommend it on sale.

BTW if you're worried about the license key issue I put up a guide on how to fix it.. 10/10 great first person shooter game.. Very
hard game. I didn't think driving would be this hard. If I did tests for my driving license, I think I would crash a few times.
Overall a fun but stressful game. :(. Fun litte breakout type game with funny characters. I would recommend getting it with a
discount but the developer seems amazing and it is really cheap so go and support the dev !
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